1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) is an acute viral respiratory disease, caused by a novel virus called MERS coronavirus (MERS-CoV) \[[@bib0005],[@bib0010]\]. Since the first reported case of MERS in Saudi Arabia in 2012, 1888 laboratory-confirmed cases of infection with MERS-CoV, resulting in 670 deaths across 27 countries, have been reported to the World Health Organization \[[@bib0015]\]. The first case of MERS in Korea reported on May 20, 2015, was that of an individual who had developed the disease after traveling to the Middle East countries. Subsequently, this case led to the largest transmission cluster of MERS outside the Arabian Peninsula, resulting in 186 confirmed MERS cases in Korea \[[@bib0020]\]. Among these 186 cases, 36 were treated in our institution.

Imaging plays a crucial role in making a diagnosis and monitoring disease progress, and chest radiography (CXR) remains the most commonly used imaging modality. Because MERS can be transmitted through direct or indirect exposure to MERS-CoV, infection control in health care facilities is a critical issue \[[@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045]\]. Patients diagnosed with MERS should be moved to an institutional isolation care unit and personal protective equipment is mandatory for health care workers who handle these patients. Thus, CXR would play a pivotal role in the evaluation of patients with several infectious diseases, including MERS, because it is rapid and easily accessible, compared with computed tomography (CT). Indeed, we relied on the findings of sequential CXR while managing the 36 patients with MERS-CoV infection in clinical practice. However, there is still limited information about the prognostic implication of CXR findings in patients with MERS. Thus, the aim of this study was two-fold. First, we were to describe the serial radiographic characteristics of MERS-CoV pneumonia by analyzing radiographic scores. Second, we tried to identify the earliest cutoff value of radiographic score, which can be considered as a potential prognostic indicator of fatal outcomes in patients with MERS-CoV pneumonia.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

The institutional review board approved the study (IRB 2015-07-195), and informed consent was waived for the use of patients' medical and imaging data.

2.1. Study population and exposure {#sec0015}
----------------------------------

On May 27, 2015, a 35-year-old Korean man visited the emergency room (ER) of our institution with fever, productive cough, and dyspnea. After 2 days (May 29), he reported that he had met another patient with MERS approximately 10 days ago, at a different hospital. The patient was immediately transferred to an isolation care unit. The MERS-CoV infection was confirmed by a sputum assay on May 30. During his stay in the ER, numerous individuals were in contact with him directly or indirectly. Individuals with a possibility of exposure to this virus were quarantined and laboratory tests were conducted if symptoms were noted during the observational period. Consequently, 81 cases of MERS-CoV infection resulting from the exposure at the ER were confirmed, resulting in a total of 90 cases of MERS-CoV infection diagnosed at our institution \[[@bib0040]\]. Among the 90 patients, 36 were hospitalized in the isolation care unit of our institution. One patient with underlying stage-four lymphoma was not included in this study, as this condition could adversely affect the prognosis. Thus, 35 patients with laboratory-confirmed MERS were included.

We identified the exact time of exposure, symptom onset, and laboratory-diagnosis of MERS in every patient. In addition, all data, including age, sex, premorbid conditions, symptoms, laboratory findings, clinical course and survival outcome were collected from patient electronic medical records. The patients were then subdivided into two groups: patients who required intubation or tracheostomy (intubation group) and those who recovered without respiratory distress (non-intubation group).

2.2. Diagnosis of MERS-CoV infection {#sec0020}
------------------------------------

All of the diagnoses had been confirmed with real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction analysis of lower respiratory tract specimens, including sputum and endotracheal aspirates \[[@bib0050]\]. To be included in the study, at least two repeated diagnostic tests should have been conducted within 48-hour-intervals to arrive at a definitive diagnosis.

2.3. Image acquisition {#sec0025}
----------------------

All the patients who were hospitalized had undergone serial CXR. Posterior-anterior CXR scans were obtained with a digital radiography system (Revolution XQi ADS_28.4, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and by adopting 70--120 kVp, 2--3 mA s and 180 cm source to image distance. Portable digital radiography (MobileDaRt Evolution, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) at bedside with anteroposterior projection was performed for patients who could not stand or move (by adopting 65--75 kV, 1.8--3.2 mA s, 100 cm source to image distance). The images were then interfaced directly to a picture archiving and communication system (Centricity 3.0; GE Healthcare, Mt. Prospect, IL, USA), which displayed all image data on two monitors (1536 × 2048 matrix, 10-bit viewable gray scale, and 450 cd per square meter).

2.4. Image analysis {#sec0030}
-------------------

Two chest radiologists assessed the CXRs (with 5 and 22 years of experience in chest imaging interpretation, respectively). They were blinded to patient information or disease progress, except for the knowledge that these were cases of MERS-CoV infection.

The extent of involvement on CXR was assessed independently for each of the 3 zones: upper (above the carina), middle (upper half of the craniocaudal distance of the remaining lung), and lower (lower half of the craniocaudal distance of the remaining lung) lung zones. The parenchymal abnormality on CXR was graded on a 3-point scale: 1, normal attenuation; 2, ground-glass attenuation; and 3, consolidation. The ground-glass opacity was defined as an area of hazy increased lung opacity, within which margins of pulmonary vessels may be indistinct \[[@bib0055]\]. Consolidation appears as a homogeneous increase in pulmonary parenchymal attenuation that obscures the margins of vessels and airway walls \[[@bib0055]\]. Each lung zone, with a total of six lung zones, was then graded based on the following scale (according to the area of the lung affected): 0 if normal, 1 if less than 25% of abnormality, 2 if 25--50% abnormality, 3 if 50--75% abnormality, and 4 if \>75% abnormality was noted. The four-point scale of the lung involvement was then multiplied by the 3-point scale of parenchymal abnormality in each lung zone, resulting in points ranging from 0 to 12 \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\]. Points from all zones were added to arrive at a final total cumulative score, with values ranging from 0 to 72 ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Schematic diagram of radiographic scoring system. (a) Chest radiograph of a patient with MERS-CoV infection. (b) Schematic presentation of the extent of ground-glass opacity (GGO) and consolidation demonstrates a total score of 32, calculated as 2 (GGO) × 1 (≤25% distribution in middle zone of the right lung) + 3 (consolidation) × 2 (25%--50% distribution in lower zone of the right lung) + 2 (GGO) × 2 (25%--50% distribution in lower zone of the right lung) + 2 (GGO) × 3 (50%--75% distribution in middle zone of the left lung) + 3 (consolidation) × 1 (≤25% distribution in middle zone of the left lung) + 3 (consolidation) × 1 (≤25% distribution in lower zone of the left lung) + 2 (GGO) × 4 (over 75% distribution in lower zone of the left lung).Fig. 1

Presence of pleural effusion, laterality (unilateral vs. bilateral) of the lesions and that of fibrosing sequelae on serial CXR were also recorded. In terms of anatomic location, the distribution of parenchymal abnormalities was classified as central, peripheral, or mixed. The outer half of the lung was defined as peripheral, while the inner half was defined as central.

2.5. Statistical analysis {#sec0035}
-------------------------

Statistical analysis was executed using SAS Version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA). Differences in the clinico-radiological characteristics of the patients who were eventually intubated (intubation group) and those who were not (non-intubation group) were assessed using the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables and Fisher's exact test for categorical variables. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted to select the appropriate cutoff value of radiographic score from day 5 to 18 to assess maximum sensitivity and specificity for fatal outcome. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were used to assess significant predictive factors for intubation. When everyday radiographic score was not available, a 3-day moving average of radiographic scores was applied. Interobserver agreements for radiographic scores were determined with intraclass correlation coefﬁcients. *p* \<  0.05 was considered to indicate a significant difference.

3. Results {#sec0040}
==========

3.1. Demographics and clinical characteristics {#sec0045}
----------------------------------------------

Detailed patient characteristics are shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} . Among 35 patients (22 men, 13 women; median age, 48 years) with laboratory confirmed MERS-CoV infection, 10 did not have any radiographic abnormality and were categorized as MERS of upper respiratory tract infection (MERS URI). The remaining 25 patients with abnormality on CXR were classified as MERS pneumonia cases. Among the 25 patients with MERS pneumonia (15 men, 10 women; median age, 55 years), 18 were discharged without respiratory distress, whereas seven experienced fatal disease necessitating intubation or tracheostomy. The average time to intubation in these patients was 14 days \[standard deviation (SD), ±3.1\]. Three of them eventually expired.Table 1Baseline characteristics of Patients with MERS.Table 1CharacteristicsMERS URI\
(n = 10)MERS PneumoniaAll\
(n = 25)Non-intubated\
(n = 18)Intubated\
(n = 7)*P* value\*Age (yr)^¶^40.5 ± 17.653.2 ± 15.551.3 ± 13.357.9 ± 20.60.586Sex (%)0.179 Male7 (70)15 (60)9 (50)6 (86) Female3 (30)10 (40)9 (50)1 (14)Premorbid conditions (%)0.066 No10 (100)18 (72)15 (83)3 (43) Yes0 (0)7 (28)3 (17)4 (57)Time to Symptom onset (day)^¶^6.9 ± 3.14.8 ± 2.55.0 ± 2.84.3 ± 1.60.878Symptoms (%) Fever10 (100)24 (96)17 (95)7 (100)0.999 Respiratory symptom2 (20)12 (48)6 (47)6 (86)0.030 Myalgia4 (40)13 (52)12 (67)1 (14)0.030 GI symptom1 (10)2 (8)2 (11)0 (0)0.998Time to RG abnormality (day)^¶^N/A9.2 ± 2.89.6 ± 2.58.4 ± 3.50.295[^2]

All patients were considered as tertiary (history of direct contact with secondary cases) cases of MERS. In terms of premorbid condition, no patient with MERS URI had an underlying disease, whereas seven patients (28%) with MERS pneumonia had underlying co-morbidities, such as diabetes mellitus (n = 1), chronic renal disease (n = 1), myelodysplastic syndrome (n = 1), ovarian cancer (n = 1), and colonic fistula (n = 1), or were older than 80 years (n = 2). On initial presentation, most patients complained of fever (n = 34), followed by myalgia (n = 17), respiratory symptoms such as cough, sputum and dyspnea (n = 14), gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea (n = 3). The average time to symptom commencement from the virus exposure was 5.4 days (SD, ± 2.8; range, 2--11 days). The laboratory confirmation of MERS was obtained after an average of 9.3 days from the exposure (SD, ±3.0; range, 5--15 days).

There was no significant difference between the intubation and non-intubation groups in terms of patients' demographics and clinical characteristics among patients with MERS pneumonia (*p* \> 0.05), except for symptom presentation. Presence of respiratory symptom at initial presentation was significantly more common (*p* = 0.030), while presence of myalgia was significantly less common (*p* = 0.030), in the intubation group, compared with its counterpart ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Radiographic findings {#sec0050}
--------------------------

The average time from virus exposure to radiographic abnormality in 25 patients with MERS pneumonia was 9.2 days (SD, ±2.8; range 5--15 days). In terms of distribution of parenchymal abnormalities, peripheral opacity was noted in 15 patients (60%), while diffuse involvement and central opacity was noted in 9 (37%) and 1 patient (4%), respectively. Bilateral lung involvement was noted in 16 patients (64%). Remaining opacity, categorized as fibrosing sequelae, was noted on serial CXRs in 13 patients (52%). Further, pleural effusion was noted in 14 patients (56%) and pneumothorax in one (4%).

Comparison of radiographic findings between intubation and non-intubation groups in patients of MERS pneumonia is summarized in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} . Peak radiographic score was significantly higher in intubation group, compared with non-intubation group (*p* = 0.006). It also revealed significantly higher diffuse lung involvement in intubation group, while peripheral lung involvement was more common in non-intubation group (*p* = 0.003). Additionally, all patients of intubation group demonstrated fibrosing sequelae on serial CXRs, whereas only 33% of the patients in non-intubation group showed remaining opacity (*p* = 0.005) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ).Table 2Comparison of radiological characteristics between intubated and non-intubated groups of MERS pneumonia.Table 2CharacteristicsMERS PneumoniaAll\
(n = 25)Non-intubated\
(n = 18)Intubated\
(n = 7)*P* value\*Time to RG abnormality (day)^¶^9.2 ± 2.89.6 ± 2.58.4 ± 3.50.295First RG score^¶^5.96 ± 4.285.17 ± 2.628.00 ± 6.860.442RG score on the day of symptom onset^¶^0.38 ± 1.9001.36 ± 3.590.143Peak RG score^¶^25.80 ± 17.7919.00 ± 13.0943.29 ± 16.880.006Distribution0.071 Upper3 (12)2 (11)1 (14) Lower12 (48)11(61)1 (14) Diffuse10 (40)5 (28)5 (72)Location0.003 Central1 (4)1 (6)0 (0) Peripheral15 (60)14 (78)1 (14) Diffuse9 (36)3 (16)6 (86)Laterality0.355 Unilateral9 (36)8 (44)1 (14)Bilateral16 (64)10 (56)6 (86)Fibrosing sequela13 (52)6 (33)7 (100)0.005Pleural effusion14 (56)9 (50)5 (71)0.109Pneumothorax1 (4)0 (0)1 (14)N/A[^3]Fig. 2A 32-year-old immunocompetent man with MERS-CoV infection. (a) Chest radiography (CXR) scan obtained on the day of symptom commencement (Day 4) is normal. (b) CXR scan obtained on Day 10 shows parenchymal opacity in bilateral middle and lower lung zones. The radiographic score is 24 and the patient is intubated. (c) CXR scan on Day 20 demonstrates increased area and density of parenchymal opacity with radiographic score of 36. (d) CXR scan obtained on Day 50 after discharge demonstrates remained linear or patchy opacities in both lungs (arrows), which may be fibrosing sequela. (e) The lesions correlate well with the CT scan.Fig. 2

3.3. Radiographic score of 10 on day 10 as prognostic indicator {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The sequential radiographic scores of patients with MERS pneumonia, classified as intubation and non-intubation groups are enumerated in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} . To obtain the cutoff value of radiographic score for the prediction of fatal outcome, we performed ROC analysis and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of day 9 and day 10 achieved the best discriminatory performance (0.738 for day 9 and 0.726 for day 10) for the prediction of intubation. [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} shows the results of ROC analysis for the selection of cutoff radiographic score. The optimal cutoff radiographic score on day 9 was 6 with a sensitivity of 57.1%, specificity of 88.9% and Yonden's index of 0.460. The ROC analysis of day 10 demonstrated that an optimal cutoff value of radiographic score was 10 with a sensitivity of 57.1%, a specificity of 94.4%, Yonden's index of 0.516.Fig. 3Sequential radiographic scores of patients with MERS pneumonia. Curves show the difference in radiographic scores between patients with fatal cases of MERS versus patients who recovered without respiratory distress. Considering its maximal sensitivity and specificity, radiographic score of 10 on 10^th^ day from viral exposure was considered as the optimal cutoff for prediction of respiratory distress.Fig. 3Table 3Cutoff Selection of Radiographic Scores on Day 9 and 10.Table 3ScoreAccuracySensitivitySpecificityYonden's IndexPPV^¶^NPV^§^Day 92.764%57.1%66.7%0.23840%80%4.372%57.1%77.8%0.34950%82%**680%57.1%88.9%0.46067%84%**17.884%42.9%100%0.429100%82%2976%14.3%100%0.143100%75%Day 10260%71.4%55.6%0.2739%82%3.464%57.1%66.7%0.23840%80%672%57.1%77.8%0.34950%82%780%57.1%88.9%0.4667%84%**1084%57.1%94.4%0.51680%85%**24.784%42.9%100%0.429100%82%34.776%14.3%100%0.143100%75%[^4][^5]

3.4. Logistic regression for the prediction of intubation {#sec0060}
---------------------------------------------------------

The results of univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses for the prediction of respiratory distress have been enumerated in [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} . Univariate analysis revealed that radiographic score ≥ 10 on day 10 significantly correlated with respiratory distress necessitating intubation or tracheostomy \[odds ratio (OR), 15.00; 95% confidence interval (CI), 2.01--191.22; *p* = 0.023\]. Respiratory symptoms and absence of myalgia on initial presentation also showed significant correlation with respiratory failure (*P* = 0.047 and = 0.047, respectively). Variables with *p* \<  0.05 on univariate analysis were used as the input variables for the multivariate analysis. Stepwise multivariate regression analysis demonstrated that radiographic score ≥ 10 on day 10 had the largest predictive power for respiratory failure, though not statistically significant (OR, 9.98; 95% CI, 0.875--196.35; *p* = 0.097).Table 4Univariate and Multivariable Analysis for the Prediction of Intubation.Table 4Univariate AnalysisVariablesCrude Odds Ratio95% Confidence Interval*p* ValueSex, female0.230.0--1.40.167Premorbid conditions5.71.0--39.50.074Respiratory Symptoms8.331.3--93.6**0.047**Myalgia0.120.0--0.7**0.047**RG score on Day 10, ≥ 1015.002.01--191.22**0.023**Multivariate Analysis using Stepwise SelectionVariablesAdjusted Odds Ratio95% Confidence Interval*p* ValueRG score on Day 10, ≥ 109.980.875--196.350.097[^6]

3.5. Inter-observer agreement of radiographic scores {#sec0065}
----------------------------------------------------

The inter-observer agreements between the two readers for the calculation of radiographic scores were excellent with an ICC of 0.987 (95% CI, 0.982--0.991; *p* \< 0.001).

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

Our study demonstrated that a radiographic score ≥ 10 on day 10 from viral exposure is a parameter for the prediction of fatal disease course, which eventually necessitates invasive ventilator support. Several studies have discussed the imaging findings of MERS pneumonia. However, most of them focus on the CT findings rather than CXR \[[@bib0005],[@bib0070]\]. Despite the availability of high resolution CT images, CXR is still the most important and commonly used modality in diagnosis and monitoring of highly contagious diseases such as MERS. Our study highlights the clinical implication of radiographic scores as a prognostic indicator in patients with MERS. As the average time to radiographic abnormality was 9.2 days (SD, 2.8 days) from viral exposure, prompt detection of CXR abnormality and acquisition of radiographic score is vital in the management of patients with MERS pneumonia.

Das et al. \[[@bib0075]\] also have reported about the clinical impact of chest radiographic score as an independent predictor of mortality in patients with MERS. One of unique findings of our study is that we identified the optimal time point and cutoff radiographic scores in patients with MERS pneumonia which could be used as an indicator of respiratory distress. In addition, out study demonstrated that patients' age and comorbidity did not differ significantly between intubation and non-intubation groups in patients with MERS pneumonia. These results are in contrast with the previous reports, including one by Das et al., which suggested that geriatric immunocompromised patients with MERS are at higher risk of fatal outcomes \[[@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0090]\]. We found out that development of MERS pneumonia, rather than final outcome, was more frequently noted in patients with comorbidities. Indeed, none of the patients with MERS URI had premorbid conditions. We think that it can explain one of the mechanisms that patient's comorbidities had finally led to poor prognosis in previous reports. Current study emphasizes the importance of careful CXR monitoring in patients with MERS-CoV infection, regardless of patients' age and premorbid conditions.

One of the unique issues of Korean MERS outbreak is the so-called, super-spreaders, who resulted in extremely high human-to-human transmission rate. A total of 136 cases (73.1%) among 186 MERS patients of Korean outbreak, were actually transmitted from only three patients \[[@bib0040],[@bib0090]\]. A recent report by Ko et al., specified the presence of radiographic abnormality, indicating MERS pneumonia in all three patients suspected of super spreading the infection \[[@bib0090]\]. Therefore, careful evaluation of CXR for detecting pneumonia is critical in the control of MERS outbreak. Additionally, prediction of respiratory failure is also important to avoid urgent intubation or tracheostomy, which can increase the risk of transmission to healthcare workers. The average incubation period of MERS was estimated to be about 5.4 days, and could extend up to 11 days. The results of the current study support the efficacy of two-week quarantine system in patients with virus exposure \[[@bib0095]\].

All of the patients of intubation group in our study showed remaining opacity as fibrosing sequela on follow-up CXR. Ajlan et al. \[[@bib0005]\] described the organizing pneumonia pattern of MERS pneumonia, with predominance of airspace opacities in the subpleural and basilar lung regions. In addition, Kim et al. recently reported a case of treated organizing pneumonia in patient with MERS-CoV infection \[[@bib0100]\]. We can assume that fibrotic changes leaving linear or patchy opacities on follow up CXRs may have resulted from organizing pneumonia. Further studies are required to identify the radiological and pathological evolution of MERS pneumonia.

There were several limitations in this study. First, it was a retrospective study and might have limited power in identifying prognostic factors. Second, although the radiographic score ≥ 10 on day 10 had the largest predictive power for respiratory failure, it was not found to be statistically significant on multivariate analysis. We think that a small number of study population was a major drawback of our result, which hindered statistical significance. As there is limited number of patients with MERS, we hope that external validation of our radiographic scoring system would be performed by other MERS-CoV research group to establish a role of radiographic score as a prognostic indicator in MERS pneumonia. Third, daily CXRs were not available in most cases, as CXR scans were obtained on every other day in the recovery phase. To overcome the issue, we applied 3-day moving average value of radiographic scores to minimize the potential error. Lastly, the sensitivity, specificity and AUC of radiographic score might not be sufficiently high enough. We admit that CXR may not be the most efficient diagnostic or prognostic tool for patients with MERS. However, we should not overlook the clinical utility of CXR as an indispensable modality for patients with this highly contagious disease.

In conclusion, MERS has threatened the public health not only with its high transmission rate, but also with high fatality and mortality. We suggest that radiographic scores can play a vital role in the management of patients with MERS because of the ability to predict respiratory distress necessitating ventilator support. Patients with radiographic score ≥ 10 on day 10 from viral exposure are in need of aggressive therapy with careful surveillance and follow-up evaluation.
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[^1]: Current address: Department of Radiology, Chung-Ang university hospital, Chung-Ang University College of Medicine, Seoul 06973, Republic of Korea.

[^2]: *Note:* \* *P* value was obtained in the comparison between intubated and non-intubated groups of MERS pneumonia. ^¶^ mean ± standard deviation MERS = Middle East respiratory syndrome, URI = upper respiratory tract infection, GI = gastrointestinal, RG = radiographic.

[^3]: Note. ^¶^ mean ± standard deviation MERS = middle east respiratory syndrome, RG = radiographic, N/A = not applicable.

[^4]: Note. ^¶^PPV = Positive predictive value, ^§^NPV = Negative predictive value.

[^5]: Bold values indicate the optimal cutoff radiographic score on day 9 and day 10, showing maximum sum of sensitivity and specificity.

[^6]: Note. Bold, *p* \<  0.05.
